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San Francisco golfers won another round Thursday when the City Planning Commission agreed to move ahead with construction at the

Sharp Park Golf Course, despite complaints from environmentalists.

The commission rejected a call to require a full environmental impact report on the project, an expensive process that can take months to

complete. Environmentalists contend the construction could harm the threatened California red-legged frogs and San Francisco garter

snakes that live at the Pacifica golf course.

An EIR wouldn't provide much more information than is already available and couldn't touch on the broader issues of the effect of climate

change and seawater rise on the golf course, said Commissioner Hisashi Sugaya.

"It doesn't seem that a fair argument has been presented to overturn" the Planning Department's decision on the project.

The dispute is just the latest clash in a decade-long struggle over the future of the 82-year-old golf course.

Opponents Thursday argued that the proposed work, which involves clearing reeds and sediment from a pond and waterway,

construction around a pumping station and digging a new, small pond on the site, was a danger to the threatened California red-legged

frog and San Francisco garter snake that live and breed on the oceanside site the city owns.

"The future of one of the most important areas Sans Francisco manages is threatened by this project," said Brent Plater, executive

director of the nonprofit Wild Equity Institute, a longtime critic of the golf course. The plan would allow more water to be pumped from

the often soggy golf course, resulting in "increased population decline" of the frogs, he said.

The vegetation there now actually slows the rate that water can be pumped, he said, saving frogs and their eggs.

The proposed work, however, is a limited and relatively simple project that affects less than one of Sharp Park's 417 acres, said Lisa

Wayne, open space manager for the city's Recreation and Park Department, which runs the golf course. Much of the work, including

clearing existing waterways and building a shallow, 1,600-square-foot pond, is designed to improve the habitat for the frogs. She also said

no increase in pumping is planned.

Pond required

As part of a habitat improvement agreement with the federal government, "we're required to have that pond in by next year," she said.

Building the pond and clearing brush and reeds that have grown up over the years will allow the frogs to get to the water to breed.

Sharp Park was built for San Francisco in 1932 by Alister MacKenzie, a famed golf course architect who also built the Cypress Point Club

on the Monterey Peninsula and Augusta National in Augusta, Ga., home of the annual Masters Tournament. The seaside course is one of a

few MacKenzie creations that serve as a low-priced municipal course.

But in recent years environmentalists have called for the city to abandon the golf course, allowing it to become a park that provides

sanctuary for the threatened frogs and snakes.

They have called for the manicured greens and fairways that take up about one-third of the site to be replaced by the lagoon and

marshlands that made up the Pacifica site before it was donated to San Francisco in 1917 for use as park or recreation space.

A 2011 suit by a number of environmental groups, including the Sierra Club, the Center for Biological Diversity and the Wild Equity

Institute, called on the federal government to close the golf course, arguing that its continuing operation threatened wildlife in the area.

Environmental disputes

The suit was dismissed in December 2012 after a ruling by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that golf wouldn't endanger the

threatened species.

The environmental disputes swirling around Sharp Park aren't likely to go away anytime soon, regardless of how any one vote or court

decision turns out. Thursday's unanimous vote now must go to the Recreation and Park Commission and then can be appealed to the

Board of Supervisors.

Plater called the commission's decision a rubber stamp and said his organization will go to the supervisors and then, if necessary, to

the courts.
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"It's inevitable that this project is going to be stopped" and the golf course shut down, he said after the meeting. "The only question is how

soon it will happen."

City park officials also are resigned to a continuing debate over the future of Sharp Park.

"There's a delicate balance to retaining active recreation in such close proximity to the habitat of threatened wildlife," said Sarah Ballard,

a spokeswoman for the parks department.

John Wildermuth is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. E-mail: jwildermuth@sfchronicle.com
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